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PROLIBIC

- Cluster project within the research programme Science for a sustainable Development (SSD)
- Integrates the knowledge from 4 projects
  - PROMOCO: Professional mobility and company car ownership
  - LI MOBEL: Long-run impacts of policy packages on mobility in Belgium
  - BIOSES: Biofuels Sustainable Use

⇒ acronym PROLIBIC
Objectives

- Clustering of knowledge
- Defining two scenarios and performing runs with the LIMOBEL models
- Disseminate results acquired within PROLIBIC and underlying projects

Project team
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**VUB**
- Prof. Dr. Cathy Macharis
- Laurence Turcksin
- Astrid De Witte
Selection of scenarios

- Reference scenario (REF)
  - Basis LIMOBEL
  - Update of economic and demographic outlook
  - Coordination with new long range outlook for transport in Belgium (FPB & FPS Transport & Mobility)

- Policy scenario (POL)
  - Basket of measures
  - Involvement of follow-up committee and stakeholders